We study non-equilibrium dynamics of integrable and non-integrable closed quantum systems whose unitary evolution is interrupted with stochastic resets, characterized by a reset rate r, that project the system to its initial state. We show that the steady state density matrix of a nonintegrable system, averaged over the reset distribution, retains its off-diagonal elements for any finite r. Consequently a generic observableÔ, whose expectation value receives contribution from these off-diagonal elements, never thermalizes under such dynamics for any finite r. We demonstrate this phenomenon by exact numerical studies of experimentally realizable models of ultracold bosonic atoms in a tilted optical lattice. For integrable Dirac-like fermionic models driven periodically between such resets, the reset-averaged steady state is found to be described by a family of generalized Gibbs ensembles (GGE s) characterized by r. We also study the spread of particle density of a non-interacting one-dimensional fermionic chain, starting from an initial state where all fermions occupy the left half of the sample, while the right half is empty. When driven by resetting dynamics, the density profile approaches at long times to a nonequilibrium stationary profile that we compute exactly. We suggest concrete experiments that can possibly test our theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-equilibrium dynamics of closed quantum systems has been a subject of intense theoretical and experimental studies in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The initial theoretical endeavor in this direction focussed on the study of ramps and quenches through quantum critical points and surfaces [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The former class of studies investigated the excitation density and residual energies of a quantum system after a ramp. In the presence of a quantum critical point or surface which is traversed during the ramp, such quantities exhibit power law variation with the ramp rate with universal exponents [1, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The study of longtime behavior of quantum systems after a sudden quench and the nature of the resultant steady states (provided they exist) have been some of the central issues addressed in the latter class of studies [5] [6] [7] 14] .
It is well-known that the nature of these steady states depends on whether such systems are integrable. The dynamics of integrable systems is typically non-ergodic due to the presence of large number of quasi-local conserved quantities Q i . The presence of such conserved quantities implies that integrable systems, taken out of equilibrium, relax to steady states whose precise form depend on Q i . The density matrix describing such steady states may be expressed as ρ ∼ exp[− i λ i Q i ], where the parameters λ i are determined from initial values of Q i [1, 5] . Such a form of the steady state density matrix follows from entropy maximization in the presence of the conserved quantities Q i . The corresponding ensemble is termed as generalized Gibbs ensemble (GGE) [1] .
In contrast, for non-integrable systems, one typically reaches a thermal distribution at late times where the system is described by a diagonal density matrix with an effective temperature [5, 16, 17] . In these thermal steady states, the expectation value of any typical local observableÔ of the system is expected to agree with that obtained by averaging over a microcannonical ensemble. The above-mentioned feature can be viewed as a consequence of the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis(ETH). This hypothesis follows from the fact that for a generic quench protocol, the post-quench dynamics of any state with fixed initial energy is governed by the final Hamiltonian. Thus such dynamics preserves . The system under such dynamics explores all eigenstates in the vicinity of . Since such dynamics is ergodic over all eigenstates within a narrow energy shell of and + δ , the time average of any observable can be equated to the microcanonical ensemble average over these states: m|Ô|n O mc (¯ )δ mn . Here¯ = ( m + n )/2 and O mc = Tr[ρ mc (¯ )Ô] is the expectation value ofÔ as obtained from a microcannonical ensemble with energȳ . ETH then states that the difference of m|Ô|n from O mc (¯ ) must vanish in the thermodynamic limit [5, [16] [17] [18] .
More recently, the study of such long-time behavior for periodically driven systems has also been undertaken [1, 19, 20] . It is well-known that for non-integrable systems a periodic drive heats up the system and takes it to an infinite temperature fixed point. However, for integrable models this is not the case, and periodically driven integrable systems may exhibit novel steady states [19] . The behavior of such systems in the presence of a stochastic aperiodicity superposed over a periodic drive has also been studied recently [20] .
In a different classical context, a number of recent studies have found that a classical system evolving under its own natural dynamics, when interrupted stochastically at random times following which the system is reset to its initial condition, evolves at long times into a nontrivial nonequilibrium stationary state [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . This is most easily seen in the case of a single diffusive particle on a line, starting at x = 0. The position of a particle at time t, without any resetting, has the standard probability density P (x, t) = e −x 2 /4Dt / √ 4πDt at time t, where D is the diffusion constant. If the particle is now reset to x = 0 after a random exponentially distributed time with rate r, the probability density at long times becomes time-independent [21, 22] and is given by: P stat (x) = (α 0 /2) exp[−α 0 |x|], with α 0 = r/D. This result generalizes easily to higher dimensions [23] . The approach to this stationary state was shown to have an unusual relaxation dynamics, accompanied by a dynamical phase transition [26] . Such resetting dynamics also has important consequences for search processes: instead of searching for a target by pure diffusion, it is more efficient to reset the searcher at its initial position at random times-a lot of recent studies have demonstrated this in a number of classical systems by studying the associated first-passage problems [36, 37] in the presence of resetting [21, 22, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Functionals of Brownian motion with resetting have also been studied recently [48] [49] [50] . Another interesting observation is how resetting leads to novel stochastic thermodynamics and the associated fluctuation theorems in classical systems [51, 52] . Moreover, quantum systems with projective measurements have been studied in the context of fluctuation theorems and statistics of energy transfer between the system and the measurement apparatus [53] . However, the analog of a nonequilibrium stationary state induced by random resettings is yet to be explored, to the best of our knowledge, for closed quantum systems that undergo unitary evolution in the absence of resetting.
In this work, we study the dynamics of integrable and non-integrable quantum systems whose unitary evolution is interrupted by stochastic resets, characterized by a reset rate r. We consider each reset to project the wavefunction of the system to its initial value at t = 0. For a perfect reset protocol, which is what we shall be mostly concerned with in this work, this is done with unit probability. The main results obtained from our study of dynamics with stochastic resets are as follows.
First, for non-integrable systems, we consider a generic initial state which is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian controlling its unitary evolution. We study the evolution of this state in the presence of a stochastic reset characterized rate r. We demonstrate that such dynamics leads to a reset averaged steady state density matrix (provided such a steady state exists for unitary evolution without reset) which retains its off-diagonal elements. Thus such systems are not described by a diagonal density matrix in their steady states. Consequently, the expectation value of a typical observable does not reduce to its thermal steady state value under such dynamics. Our result reproduces the diagonal density matrix for the steady state for r = 0 which coincides with known results for standard unitary evolution of a quantum system [5] . In addition, it also leads to the quantum Zeno effect for r → ∞ [54] ; in such a situation, the initial state does not evolve and the density matrix of the system is same as the initial density matrix at t = 0.
Second, for studying the reset dynamics of integrable systems we consider two distinct models. The first of these constitutes a system of free fermions occupying the left half of a one dimensional (1D) chain at t = 0. These fermions evolve under a nearest-neighbor hopping Hamiltonian [58] [59] [60] . We show that interruption of the unitary evolution of these fermions with stochastic reset leads to non-trivial modification of their reset averaged density, n m (r), where m is the site index and r is the reset rate. We also find an exact scaling function for n m (r) and show that it reproduces the known behavior of n m for r = 0 and r → ∞. The second model involves a periodically driven Dirac Hamiltonian in d-dimensions whose unitary evolution is interrupted by a reset after a random integer number of periods. The unitary dynamics of such a Hamiltonian is controlled by a periodic drive characterized by a time period T . We show that the reset averaged steady state of such driven systems correspond to GGEs characterized by a reset rate r. We demonstrate this by computing non-trivial correlation functions of the model. We find that the steady state values of these correlation functions, averaged over the reset probability, are smooth functions of r which demonstrates the r dependence of the underlying GGEs.
Third, we carry out exact numerical studies of postquench dynamics of experimentally realizable models of ultracold bosonic atoms in a tilted optical lattice in the presence of resets. The low-energy physics of these bosons can be described in terms of dipoles (bound pair of bosons and holes) [55] [56] [57] . We show that the excitation density of these dipoles n d , the dipole density-density correlation function C, and the half-chain entanglement entropy S of the boson chain, averaged over the reset probability distribution, interpolates continually between their values of reset free dynamics (r = 0) and the quantum Zeno limit (r → ∞). We discuss experiments in context of this boson model which can test our theory.
The plan of the rest of the work is as follows. In Sec. II, we present the general formalism for time evolution with reset for generic non-integrable quantum systems and demonstrate that the resultant steady state density matrix, averaged over reset probability, retains its offdiagonal elements for any finite r. This is followed by Sec. III where we discuss the dynamics of integrable models, namely, the 1D fermion chain and the d-dimensional Dirac fermions, under such reset. In Sec. IV, we address the dynamics of the Bose-Hubbard model in a tilted optical lattice in the presence of stochastic reset. Finally, we chart out experiments which test our theory, discuss our main results, and conclude in Sec. V. Some applications of quantum dynamics with stochastic resets to single particle quantum mechanical systems are discussed in the Appendix A. Some other details concerning the derivation of a scaling function are provided in Appendix B.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM
In this section, we consider a generic non-integrable quantum system with unitary evolution interrupted by stochastic resets. In what follows, we shall first consider the case when the reset takes the system to its initial ground state with unit probability. We shall briefly comment on the case of imperfect resets (where the state of system may projected to some other states with a small but non-zero probability) later in this section.
The time evolution of our system is defined precisely as follows. Consider a quantum system, with a given Hamiltonian H(t) (which can in general be time-dependent), prepared initially at t = 0 in the state |ψ(0) . Now, the state |ψ(t) evolves from t to t + dt as follows:
with prob. r dt
where we have set = 1 for convenience. Here r ≥ 0 denotes the reset rate with which the system is projected back to the initial state. Thus, in a small time interval dt, the system either goes back to its initial state with probability r dt, or, with the complementary probability (1 − r dt), it evolves unitarily with its Hamiltonian H(t).
The density matrixρ(t) of the system at fixed time t, assuming it is in a pure state, is then given bŷ
Note that for r = 0, we have a purely unitary evolution and |ψ(t) is given by
where the unitary operator is U is given by
with T t denoting the time ordering. However for any r > 0, the dynamics is a mixture of stochastic and deterministic evolution and the density matrix in Eq. (1) is stochastic in the sense that it varies from one realization of the reset process to another. Hence, the observed density matrix at time t is obtained by averaging over all possible reset histories
where E denotes the classical expectation value over all stochastic evolutions. Our goal is to investigate how a nonzero r modifies the time evolution of the quantum state, or equivalently the associated density matrix in Eq. (4) . A possible way to realize this mixture of deterministic and stochastic dynamics in Eq. (1) in a realistic system will be discussed later.
To compute the time evolution of the density matrix ρ(t) in Eq. (4) in the presence of a finite resetting rate r, we first make the following observation. The resetting protocol essentially induces a renewal process in the sense that after each reset, the system again evolves unitarily from the same initial state without having any memory of what happened before the last reset. Hence, given the observation time t, what really matters is how much time has elapsed since the last reset till time t. Clearly, this time τ , since the last reset, is a random variable τ ∈ [0, t], whose probability density p(τ |t) (given a fixed observation time t) can be estimated as follows. Imagine time running backwards from t and consider the event that there is no reset in the interval [t − τ, t] followed by a reset in the small time interval dτ . Now, since the resetting is a Poisson process with rate r, the probability that there is no reset in [t − τ, t] is simply e −rτ . The probability of a reset in dτ is just r dτ . Hence, taking the product, the probability of this event is r e −rτ dτ . Hence we get
Integrating, we get
which shows that the pdf p(τ |t) is not normalized to unity, because the right hand side of Eq. (6) is just the probability that there is at least one reset in [0, t]. There is however the possibility of having no reset in [0, t]: the probability for this event is simply e −rt . Hence, the pdf normalized to unity, given a fixed t, can be written as
It is easy to check that t 0 p(τ |t) dτ = 1. The delta function term in Eq. (7) effectively describes the probability of the event of having no reset in [0, t] . Note that by making the observation time t large enough we can arbitrarily reduce the probability of zero reset, and get rid of the last term in Eq. (7) . Now let us consider the unitary evolution of the system, following the last reset till the observation time t. The density matrix of the system at t, given that τ is the time elapsed since the last reset, is simplŷ
where U is the unitary operator in Eq. (3) and ρ 0 is the density matrix immediately after the last reset. However, for perfect reset, ρ 0 = |ψ(0) ψ(0)| is just the initial density matrix (since the system was projected to the initial state at the last reset). Thus, using Eq. (7) one finds that the density matrix ρ(t) in Eq. (4) (upon averaging over the random variable τ associated with the reset process) is given by
where the last term corresponds to the event that there is no reset within [0, t]. Now, at long times t, this last term vanishes exponentially and the density matrix ρ(t) approaches a stationary value (as t → ∞)
where the subscript 'stat stands for 'stationary'. We note that there are two distinct ways one can interpret Eq. (10). The first constitutes looking at ρ stat as an ensemble average. To see this, we consider a unitarily evolving system without reset evolving from t = 0 with the initial density matrix ρ 0 . Now, imagine N 0 copies of the system along with N 0 observers. Each observer measures, for the first time, the density matrix at a preferred time τ and records the outcome. The time of measurement, τ , varies from one observer to another and is distributed as p r (τ ) = re −rτ . An average of the outcome of such single one-time measurement for all N 0 observers for large N 0 (which is the same as averaging over τ ) yields ρ stat . Note that in this interpretation, there is no reset and the observers do not track the evolution of the system after the measurement. Thus this procedure leads to ρ stat via ensemble averaging over N 0 copies of the system in the limit of large N 0 .
The second way to interpret Eq. (10) is as follows. We consider a single copy of unitarily evolving system without reset. The observer makes the first measurement at a random time τ (exponentially distributed with p r (τ )) and immediately after the measurement resets it to the initial state. It is to be noted that here measurement and reset constitute two separate processes; the reset protocol is to be designed to project the state of the system after the measurement to its initial state. This processes is repeated for several times followed by an average over all measurement data. This again leads to ρ stat via time averaging over measurements carried out on a single copy of the systems. Thus the time and the ensemble averages are clearly equivalent; both of them may be used to obtain Eq. (10) provided τ is chosen from the same exponential distribution. This equivalence owes its origin to the fact that the time evolution of the system between any two reset events is independent of any other such evolution; hence these evolutions lead to a statistical ensemble.
To investigate further the consequence of a nonzero r in the evolution of the density matrix, we consider the steady state density matrix of generic non-integrable system (reached at long times and provided that such a steady state exists) following a quench in the absence of resets (r = 0). It is well-known that such steady state density matrices retain only diagonal terms (in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian H controlling the post-quench evolution); 1all off-diagonal terms vanish. To see this, let us consider an arbitrary initial quantum state |ψ(0) given by
where c α = α|ψ denotes the overlap of the wavefunction with the eigenstate |α and α is the corresponding eigenvalue. The elements of the density matrix at any time t in the energy eigenbasis under such Hamiltonian evolution is thus given by
and ω βα = ( β − α ). Now consider the fate of this matrix element at long time by calculating a time average of ρ αβ
We note that only the diagonal terms survive at long times and such a density matrix typically signifies that the system at long times, in its steady state, is described by a diagonal density matrix ρ D = ρ αα δ αβ . The evolution of a quantum statistical system to such a steady state essentially signifies loss of phase information of the initial state. Thus in the steady state, any quantum operatorÔ of the system has an expectation value (Eq. 13)
Next let us consider the fate of such a density matrix in the presence of a stochastic reset with r > 0. Using Eqs. (12) and (10), one finds that
where the initial density matrix elements are given by (ρ 0 ) αβ = c * α c β . Thus we find that the reset averaged steady state density matrix retains off-diagonal elements under time evolution and is not diagonal in the energy basis. We therefore conclude that stochastic resets leads to novel steady state density matrices. Note that for r → 0, which signifies, on the average, a very long reset time, the off-diagonal terms vanish and the density matrix recovers its diagonal form as expected. In contrast, for r → ∞, ρ αβ → (ρ 0 ) αβ . This is a manifestation of quantum Zeno effect signifying a total freezing out of the system dynamics for successive projections with very short intermediate unitary evolution.
Before closing this section we note that the presence of such off-diagonal terms in the steady state density matrix of the system will show up in the expectation value of any generic operator of such a quantum system. Using Eq. (14) , it is easy to see that 
where c α = |c α | exp[iθ α ], and θ αβ = θ α −θ β . Thus for any finite r, O = Tr[ρ DÔ ] = O D and it receives contribution from the off-diagonal elements of ρ. Thus a generic observable does not thermalize under such dynamics.
For perfect resets that we have considered so far, the overlap coefficient c α , for any α, is determined completely by the initial wavefunction of the system. In contrast, if the reset is imperfect, c α would be stochastic and one would need to average over them with respect to some probability distribution. In the extreme case when the reset projects the system to a completely random state in the Hilbert space, such an average leads to O = α O αα |c α | 2 since random phase fluctuations (fluctuations in θ α ) would cancel the contribution of the off-diagonal terms to O . In this case, one would only get diagonal contributions. However, a generic imperfect reset is not this extreme case. In a generic case, the system is projected to a state that is not a fully random state, and the distribution of c α is expected to peak around their initial values with a finite width. In that case, an average over values of c α will retain a finite off-diagonal contribution of O . Thus we expect the off-diagonal elements of ρ and their contributions to O to be robust against moderate imperfection in the reset protocol. For the rest of this work, we shall analyze the case of perfect resets.
III. INTEGRABLE MODELS
In this section, we consider two integrable models. The first one would constitute a chain of 1D fermions on a lattice while the second would be the free spinless fermions obeying a Dirac-like equation in d-dimensions.
A. Fermion chain in 1D
The fermion chain model that we consider consists of free spinless fermions with nearest neighbor hopping such that [60] 
where c m denotes the annihilation operator for a fermion on the m th site and the hopping amplitude of fermions is set to 1/2. The initial state for these fermions is chosen to be a step function: each negative side (and the origin 0) is occupied by a fermion, while each positive site is empty, i.e., c † m c n = δ mn θ(−n), where θ denotes Heaviside step function [58] [59] [60] . Thus, initially, the density per site, on an average is 1/2 and the subsequent unitary evolution preserves the total number of particles. Using Fourier transform,c(k) = ∞ m=−∞ c m e i k m , one can easily diagonalize the Hamiltonian H. Also, using this Fourier basis, one can easily express the fermion creation operator at any time t to be
where J k (t) denotes Bessel function. Thus the expected density n m (t) = 0|c † m (t) c m (t)|0 of the fermions at site m > 0 at any time t, under a Hamiltonian evolution, can be expressed as [60] 
For m < 0, the density is simply
The average density profile n m (t) evolves with time. As time t → ∞, the average density n m (t) → 1/2 for every m, i.e., the density profile becomes asymptotically flat with value 1/2 (since the evolution preserves the total number of particles). However, at any finite time t, the density profile is rather nontrivial. At any given time t, the density approaches asymptotically to 1 as m → −∞, while it vanishes asymptotically as m → ∞. However, away from these two boundaries, inside the bulk, the density is different from 1 or 0. This bulk region spreads around m = 0 ballistically with time t. Indeed, for large t and large |m|, but with the ratio m/t = v fixed, by analyzing the asymptotics of Bessel functions in Eqs. (20) and (21), the density profile n m (t) converges to a scaling form
where the scaling function S(v), describing the shape of the bulk, has a nontrivial form [58] . For v > 0,
while for v < 0,
A plot of this shape scaling function S(v) vs. v is given in Fig. 1 . Thus, the density profile n m (t) for late times t, has a nontrivial profile for −t < m < t, described by the scaling function S(v). The width of this bulk region increases linearly with t at late times t.
We now consider switching on the reset mechanism with rate r, discussed in the previous section. This resetting protocol will drive the density to a nontrivial stationary state. To see this, we compute the average density profile n m (r) of this fermionic chain in presence of a finite reset rate r. The calculation is quite easy and straightforward, given the general formalism in the previous section. We start from the expression of the stationary density matrix operator ρ stat given in Eq. (10). The average stationary density profile, upon choosing the resetting time distribution p(τ |t) as in Eq. (7) with t → ∞ is then given by n m (r) = m|ρ stat |m = r ∞ 0 dτ e −rτ n m (τ ) (25) where n m (τ ) is the average density profile at time τ without reset, and is given explicitly in Eqs. (20) and (21) . Using this, we obtain, for m > 0,
where
which simply follows from Eq. (25) and the relation in Eq. (21) . The function C k (r) can be explicitly expressed as (28) where Γ denotes the Gamma function and 2 F 1 is the regularized hypergeometric function. To get a feeling how the spatial density profile looks, we provide, in Fig. 2 , a color plot of n m (r) as a function of m and r in the (m − r) plane. The figure shows an exponential decay of n m (r) for large m, as well as for large r. We note that for large r, n m (r) → 0 for all m which is the Zeno result showing that n m → n m (t = 0) = θ(−m) in this limit. For r → 0, n m (r) approaches the value n m (t) at large t (without reset), namely n m (r) → 1/2. Obtaining precisely the large m asymptotic behavior of n m (r), for any fixed r, from the exact summation formula in Eqs. (26) and (28) turns out to be rather cumbersome. However, in the limit of small r, the large m behavior can be derived precisely as follows. For small r, the integral in Eq. (25) is dominated by the large t behavior of n m (t). Now, for large m and large t, we can replace n m (t) by its scaling form, n m (t) = S(m/t), where S(v) is given in Eq. (23) . This gives, for large m and r → 0 (but fixed)
An integration by parts yields
Next, we shift τ = m + x, expand the integrand for large m and carry out the integration over the first few terms of the expansion. This yields well with the exponential decay observed in numerics for large m as long as mr > 1, as can be seen in Fig. 3 . Note that the steady state is parametrized by the value of reset rate r. The asymptotic result in Eq. (31) for large m and fixed small r suggests that there is a scaling limit r → 0, m → ∞, but with the product x = rm fixed such that the density profile has a scale invariant form
Indeed, we find that this is the case with the full scaling function F (x) for all x, given explicitly by
where K 0 (y) is the modified Bessel function of index 0. A derivation of this result in given in Appendix B. Note that F (x) satisfies the symmetry relation,
A plot of this function is given in Fig. 4 . Using the known asymptotics of K 0 (y), one can easily show that as x → ∞
in full agreement with the tail in Eq. (31) . When x → −∞, one can use the symmetry relation in Eq. 34 and Eq. (35) to obtain the asymptotics. Clearly F (x) → 1 as x → −∞. Furthermore, when x → 0, we get
This is also consistent with the fact that n m (r) → 1/2 as r → 0 (where 1/2 is the average uniform density attained in the system at long times in the absence of reset). 
B. Dirac Fermions
In this subsection, we shall study a class of periodically driven integrable models whose Hamiltonian can be represented by free Dirac fermions in d-dimensions:
is the two-component fermionic field, c k are the annihilation operators for the fermions, and H k (t) is given by
Here g(t) is a periodic function of time characterized by a time period T , and ∆ k and b k can be arbitrary functions of momenta whose specific forms depend on the particular physical system which the model (Eq. 37) represents. We note here that Eq. (37) may represent several integrable models such as the Ising and XY models in d = 1 [61] , the Kitaev model in d = 2 [62] , triplet and singlet superconductors in d > 1, and Dirac fermions in graphene and atop topological insulator surfaces [63, 64] . In what follows, we shall first obtain general results by analyzing fermionic systems given by Eq. (38) . The relevance of these results in the context of specific models will be discussed later in the section.
To study the dynamics of these periodically driven integrable models with resets, we choose the following protocol. We draw a random integer, n, from a distribution P r (n) of our choice characterized by the reset rate r and let the system evolve for n drive cycles starting from an initial state |ψ 0 . After this, we measure correlation functions of the system. This is followed by a reset to the initial state |ψ 0 . This process is repeated for several times and correlation functions are averaged over all measurements. The specific correlation functions used in our study shall be discussed in details later in this section.
To analyze the behavior of the correlation function in such dynamics, we first note that since these models are Gaussian, we would need to study only the quadratic fermionic correlators. The states of the system at t = 0 and for any given k is given by
. For simplicity we shall start from an initial state (u k , v k ) = (0, 1) and drive the system according to some periodic protocol with time period T for n periods. The quadratic fermionic correlators of the model are given by
T is the wavefucntion of the system at momentum k and after n drive cycles. Next we note that for any periodic drive, the time periodicity of the Hamiltonian ensures that the unitary evolution operator at the end a drive cycle can be written as
where H F is the Floquet Hamiltonian [65] . Consequently, the correlation functions of such driven systems, at the end of n drive periods, can also be expressed in terms of eigenfunctions and eigenvectors of H F [65, 66] . For the class of integrable models that we treat here, one can show [66] 
where the parameters θ, α and γ can be found in terms of initial [(u 0 , v 0 ) = (0, 1)] and final [(u k , v k )] wavefunctions after one drive cycle as
For more general choice of the initial wavefunctions, the expressions for θ, α and γ can be found in Ref. 66 . Furthermore, since U k is a SU(2) matrix, one gets [66]
where Here Sgn denotes the signum function. Note that at the edge of the Brillouin zone, where the off-diagonal component of H k disappears, U k becomes a diagonal matrix, which in turns makes sin(θ k ) = 0. This leads us to the result n k1 = n k2 = 0 and n k3 = ±1 for such momentum values.
Using the fact |ψ k (nT ) = U n k |ψ k (0) and Eqs. (40..44), after some algebra, we can write
c k ∞ and similarly for δF k (n). In Eq. (45), the quantities f 1 ( k), f 2 ( k), and f 3 ( k) are given in terms of elements of the Floquet Hamiltonian H F as
Note that δC and δF vanishes by construction for n → ∞. For n → ∞, the system is described by a generalized Gibbs ensemble (GGE) which is characterized by the values of the correlations
and F ∞ ( k) = −n k3 (n k1 + in k2 ). Any deviation of the value of the fermionic correlators from C ∞ or F ∞ in the steady state therefore constitutes a different GGE representing that state. For this to happen, one clearly needs non-zero values of δC or δF for such steady states.
Next, we look into the evolution of such a periodically driven model in the presence of resets characterized by P r (n) as discussed earlier. The average value of δC k and δF k , under such a reset protocol, is given by
Note that a finite value of δC k (r) or δF k (r) for any k signifies a GGE characterized by r which is different from the one at r = 0. In what follows we shall focus on δC. Below, we choose two different probability distributions for P r (n). The first one is given by P r (n) = [Li r (1)] −1 1/n r for r > 1 and r ∈ Z, where Li r [1] = n (1/n r ) is the PolyLog function. In the first case one obtains
where F k is the Floquet energy spectrum (Eq. 44). The second one is the more well-known Poisson distribution for which P r (n) = r n exp[−r]/n!. For this, we find
To check if δC 1 (Eq. 48) and δC 2 (Eq. 49) are finite functions of r and k, we consider one-dimensional Ising model in a transverse field. The Hamiltonian of this model can be mapped to Eq. (37) with b k /J = cos(k) and ∆ k /J = sin(k), where J is the interaction strength between neighboring Ising spins and g = h/J is the strength of the transverse field. We plot δC 1 and δC 2 as a function of k and r. We choose a periodic delta function pulse protocol g(t) = g 0 + g 1 n δ(t − nT ) with g 0 = 2, g 1 = 0.5 and T = 1. For this protocol, [66] . Substituting this in Eqs. (48) , and (49), one may obtain δC 1(2) k as a function of g 0 , g 1 , T , r and k. The results, shown in Fig. 5 for 1/n r distribution and Fig. 6 for the Poisson distribution, clearly indicates that both δC 1 and δC 2 are finite and functions of r for all k = 0, π where these correlations are identically zero (since f 1,2 = 0 and f 3 = 1 for these momenta). This clearly shows that stochastic resets lead to distinct family of GGEs characterized by a reset rate r for periodically driven integrable quantum systems.
IV. BOSE-HUBBARD MODEL IN A TILTED OPTICAL LATTICE
In this section, we consider the stochastic dynamics of a Bose Hubbard model in the presence of a tilt, or an effective electric field. To see how such an electric field can be realized, first let us consider a typical Bose Hubbard model in a deep one-dimensional (1D) optical lattice (with lattice spacing a) so that the bosons are localized with n = n 0 bosons occupying each lattice site. The boson system is described by the well-known BoseHubbard Hamiltonian given by
where J is the nearest neighbor hopping amplitude of the bosons, U is the on-site interaction potential, and µ is the chemical potential. Here b r denotes the boson annihilation operator at site r, n r = b † r b r is the boson number operator, and .. denotes sum over nearest neighboring sites of the lattice. We choose J/U 1 and µ = µ 0 so that the ground state of H represent a Mott localized state of bosons with n 0 bosons per site.
To generate a tilt for the bosons, the most experimentally convenient way is to apply a Zeeman magnetic field with varies linearly in space: B(r) = B 0 (r/a). The Zeeman term for this bosons can be written as H z = − r gµ B B 0 (r/a)n r = r Ern r , where E = gµ B B 0 /a is the effective electric field seen by the bosons, B 0 is the field amplitude, and µ B is the Bohr magneton. The Hamiltonian of the system in the presence of the tilt is given by
The equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of this Hamiltonian has been studied in several situations [55, 67] . To understand the property of such a system, it is first useful to note that a system of non-interacting bosons (U = 0) in the presence of a tilted optical lattice constitutes a Wannier-Stark problem with exponentially localized wavefunctions. Thus, contrary to the classical expectation, bosons do not move to the last site to minimize their energy. Such a movement which constitutes an electric breakdown involves tunneling of the bosons to higher single particle bands. The time required for such breakdown for ultracold boson systems turns out to be larger than the system lifetime. Thus the parent boson state is preserved within experimental timescales. This feature is preserved, albeit with some difference, in the Mott regime where U is large. The strategy for a theory of such a system thus involves identifying the low energy subspace around the parent Mott state which, in the presence of the electric field, is a metastable state with a very long lifetime [55] .
It turns out that the low-energy theory of such a state can be formulated in terms of dipoles [55] . The creation of a dipole involves hopping of a boson from a site of the 1D lattice to its next neighbor. This costs an energy U − E. Thus in the parameter regime where U − E, J U, E, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian of the bosons in a tilted lattice can be described in terms of dipole
, where denotes the link between sites i and j, as
Here n = d † d is the dipole number operator and w = J n 0 (n 0 + 1). The dipole model, so constructed, has two constraints. First, there can not be more than one dipole in a given site (n ≤ 1) and second, there can not be two dipoles on adjacent links (n n +1 = 0) [55] . These constrains arise as the states which do not obey them can be shown not to be a part of the low-energy subspace with respect to the parent Mott state. It has been shown that the dipole model leads to two distinct ground states. The first is the dipole vacuum which occur at U > E; in the boson language this corresponds to the parent Mott state with n 0 bosons per sites. The second is the maximal dipole ground state occurring at E ≥ E c = U +1.31w which corresponds to a Z 2 symmetry broken state with a dipole on odd or even links (but not both due to the second constraint mentioned above). In terms of the original boson model this state corresponds to n 0 +1 and n 0 −1 bosons on every alternate site. These two states are separated by a quantum phase transition belonging to the Ising universality class at E = E c . The quantum dynamics of the model by sudden, ramp and periodic time variation of the electric field has been studied in Ref. 67 . Below, we compute the steady state expectation value of the dipole density operator n d = n /N , where N is the number of lattice sites in the chain and we have set the lattice spacing to unity. We start from a dipole vacuum state which is the ground state of the system for U > E and w = 0 and study its evolution under the dipole Hamiltonian H d with (U − E f )/w = 0 and (U −E f )/w = −10 using exact diagonalization (ED). The former parameter corresponds to the system being near the critical point while the latter corresponds a maximal dipole ground state. The initial state of the system is denoted by |ψ 0 for which n d = 0. The state of the system can be expressed at any instant t > 0 as
where α and |α can be obtained numerical diagonalization of H[E f ]. We note that since H d can be represented by a real symmetric matrix, c α can be chosen to be real. We shall use this choice for the rest of the section. Using Eq. (53), one obtains
where ω βα = ( β − α ). Note that n d (t = 0) = 0 since the initial state corresponds to a dipole vacuum. In contrast, the steady state (diagonal ensemble) value is finite and is found numerically to be n d (t → ∞) = n [67] . First, we note that deep in the ordered phase |ψ 0 has substantial overlap with only a few of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian; these eigenstates corresponds to n d 0. Thus n Next, we modify the unitary evolution following the quench with stochastic reset of the system at a time τ which is a random number with P r (τ ) = r exp[−rτ ]. Our numerical strategy for finding the effect of the reset is the following. First, we let the system evolve up to a time τ which is obtained using a random number generator and measure n d (τ j |t 0 ) ≡ n d (τ j ) at a fixed large t 0 . We repeat this process for N 0 = 10000 and obtained average n d (r) = N0 j=1 P r (τ j )n d (τ j ) from the data. Finally we repeat the procedure for several r. Note that since we can ignore the probability of having zero reset by formally choosing a large measurement time, the numerical procedure is expected to produce identical result to those obtained via Eqs. (10) and (16).
The results obtained from such a procedure are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and 7(b) for U = E and (U − E)/w = −10 respectively. We find that in both cases the steady state values of the dipole density with a fixed reset rate, n d (r), interpolates between n d (t = 0) = 0 (for r → ∞) and the diagonal ensemble value n de d (for r → 0). The r dependence of n d (r) indicates that the steady state density matrix retains off-diagonal matrix elements and thus does not correspond to a diagonal density matrix for any finite r. We also note that the initial decrease of n d (r) from the diagonal ensemble value (r = 0) to the Zeno (initial) value (r → ∞) is faster for U = E. This feature can be qualitatively understood as follows. We note that the slope of n d (r) near r = 0 can be expressed using Eq. (17) as
where we have used the fact α|n d |β = β|n d |α . Note that near the critical point larger number of states have a finite overlap with |ψ 0 rendering a larger number c α s finite; this leads to enhancement of R for small but finite r. For r = 0 and r → ∞, the slope vanishes. A plot of |R(r = 1)| for as a function of (U − E)/w for a representative r = 1.2 is shown in Fig. 8 confirming this expectation. Thus we find that |R| for a typical finite r is sensitive to the presence of a critical point in the system and is expected to peak around it; however, its peak need not be at the precise location of the critical point.
Next we compute the dipole correlation function C , (r) = n d ( )n d ( ) where the expectations correspond to that with respect to |ψ(τ ) and average over P r (τ ). The result is shown in Fig. 9 state value of this correlation function is shown via dotted horizontal lines in Fig. 9(a) . Once again we find that the value of C (r) interpolates between its diagonal ensemble value for r → 0 and the initial value for r → ∞. In Fig. 9(b) , we plot the half-chain entanglement
where the reduced density matrix ρ for N/2 sites in the chain is computed numerically using ED. We note that S(r) also interpolates between the diagonal ensemble S(0) = S d 2.52 and the quantum Zeno (initial) S(∞) = S initial = 0 values. This confirms our expectation that the reset averaged steady state density matrix retains off-diagonal matrix elements.
Before ending this section, we show that the reset in-deed leads to a steady state as discussed earlier.
To this end, we plot the average value of the dipole density n d (N 0 ) over N 0 measurements as a function of N 0 in Fig. 10 for several representative values of r. We find that n d (N 0 ) indeed approaches a constant value as N 0 increases for any r showing that the system reaches a steady state for large N 0 . We have checked that a similar steady-state behavior is displayed by the correlation functions C .
V. DISCUSSION
In this work, we have studied the unitary dynamics of quantum integrable and non-integrable systems interrupted by stochastic resets characterized by a rate r. For non-integrable models, such dynamics leads to a nonthermal steady state density matrix. Our analysis shows that such a dynamics leads to novel steady states for nonintegrable and GGEs /statianory states for integrable quantum systems.
For non-integrable systems, we find that the density matrix, averaged over reset probability distribution, retains off-diagonal elements in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian controlling its unitary evolution. Thus such dynamics lead to non-diagonal steady state density matrices. This also indicates that the expectation value of a generic observable, averaged over the reset distribution, retain contribution from such off-diagonal terms. Thus the steady state value of the observable is no longer given by its average over a diagonal steady state density matrix as is customary for evolution without reset. We verify these results by explicit numerical calculation on BoseHubbard model on a tilted optical lattice which has been realized experimentally [56] . We compute the dipole density, dipole density-density correlation and half-chain entanglement entropy of the model as a function of r. For all computed quantities, we find our results to agree with the diagonal ensemble result at r = 0 and the quantum Zeno result for r → ∞. In between, these quantities are smooth functions of r indicating the finite contribution of the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix.
For integrable model, we have studied two separate examples. The first involves a spinless fermionic chain described by a hopping Hamiltonian with all the fermions occupying the left half of the chain. We study the behavior of the fermionic density n m (r) as a function of the reset rate and derive a scaling function which describes its stationary state behavior. Our results predicts a decay of the fermionic density as a function of the site index and reset rate as n m (r) ∼ exp[−mr]/ √ 2πmr for mr 1. The second example involves periodically driven Dirac fermions in the presence of resets. Here we have adapted a protocol where the system is allowed to evolve under a periodic drive for n cycles where n is a random integer chosen from a pre-determined distribution P r (n). After this evolution, the correlation functions of the system is computed and its state is reset to its initial value. This process is repeated and the average correlation is obtained summing over all measured values weighted by P r (n). This yields the steady state correlation function values for a finite r. We demonstrate that these values depend on r indicating that the system is described by GGEs characterized by r.
Experimental verification of our results involves implementing the reset protocol. We note that such resets can be implemented by suitable projections of the quantum state to its initial value in ultracold atom systems by suitable laser pulses. For examples, such experiments have already been carried out leading to observation of the quantum Zeno effect. Such observations constituted experimental implementation of resets with r 1 [68] . We also note that finite chain of bosons in a tilted lattice have been experimentally realized [56] . In such experiments, the dipole density computed in our work can be directly measured via parity of occupation measurement [56, 57] . For experimental purpose, we would like to suggest measurement of bosonic dipole density as a function of r. For this, one would need to reset the system to the dipole vacuum state with a finite rate. This can in principle be done by changing the value of the electric field to a small value and letting the system equilibrate to the ground state of the resultant Hamiltonian [56] . We predict that the reset averaged value of the dipole density would be a smooth decaying function of r and would be qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. 7 .
To conclude, we have studied the dynamics of quantum systems in the presence of stochastic resets and have shown that the steady state density matrices, averaged over reset probability distribution, retains off-diagonal terms. We also show that such dynamics for integrable models leads to family of GGEs/stationary states characterized by a reset probability r. We have discussed experiments using ultracold bosons which can test our theory.
given by
where σ quantifies the spread of the wavepacket in real space. For a free particle with H = k 2 /(2m), the wavefunction at any time t is given by ψ(x, t) = √ σ 2π(σ 2 + it/m) e Note that this indicates a ballistic spread of the wavepacket as is customary in quantum mechanics. Now consider an evolution with reset characterized by the reset time distribution p(τ |t 0 ) given in Eq. (7), with the measurement time t 0 → ∞. Then the stationary probability density, characterized by the square of the absolute value of wavefunction averaged over the reset time distribution, is given by
For large x, the integral in Eq. (A3) can be evaluated by saddle point method and yields P (x; r) exp[−c(|x| 2 /r) 1/3 ], where c is a constant independent of r. This stretched exponential behavior of the tail of the probability distribution is to be contrasted with its counterpart for a diffusive classical system for which P ∼ exp[−c |x 2 /r| 1/2 ] where c is a constant [21] . The difference in these two behaviors originates from the ballistic nature of the spread of the wavepacket in the quantum case.
For the second case, we consider a coherent state for a simple harmonic oscillator given by
where ω n = E n = ω 0 (n + 1/2) denotes frequencies corresponding to harmonic oscillator energy levels, ω 0 is the natural oscillator frequency. Now consider a typical element of the density matrix constructed out of this coherent state wavefunction. This is given by
In the absence of any reset, the long time average of any off diagonal terms vanishes. This leads to the diagonal ensemble. However, if we now introduce Stochastic reset with P (r) = re −rt we find finite off-diagonal elements 
The presence of such finite off-diagonal elements is manifested in several physical quantities. For example, the mean position of the wavepacket, without reset, is given by (assuming real α without loss of generality) X(t) = 2/ω 0 α cos(ω 0 t). Note that the time average of X vanishes signifying localization of the wavepacket; thus the diagonal ensemble result corresponds to X(t → ∞) = 0. In contrast, the time average of X with the reset is X(r) = 
The result interpolates between Zeno (r → ∞) and diagonal ensemble (r → 0) limits as expected. This demonstrates that the mean position of the coherent state wavepacket can be controlled by the reset rate r.
Appendix B: Derivation of the scaling function F (x) in Eq. (33) We start from the exact expression for n m (r) in Eq. (26), where
Next we use the exact identity [69] 
We now take the scaling limit, r → 0, k → ∞, while keeping the product y = rk fixed. Setting k = y/r with y fixed we get C k=y/r (r) = r .
In the limit r → 0 (with fixed y), we can send the limits of integrations to ±∞ and also expand the sine in the denominator to leading order for small argument. This leads to C k=y/r (r) ≈ r 2π 
The integral can be recognized as 2 K 0 (|y|). Hence, we get the result in the scaling limit
Finally, from Eq. (26), we get in the scaling limit (where the sum in Eq. (26) can be replaced by an integral as r → 0)
This gives the result in Eqs. (32) and (33) .
